4200 RESCUE ASSISTANCE TELEPHONE ACCESS KIT

DATE: MAY 22, 2013
TITLE: TELEPHONE ACCESS KIT

SYSTEM: 4200 RESCUE ASSISTANCE
DRAWING #: 90068-13
DTAK4200W

IMPORTANT:
TAK-4202 & TAK-4208 ARE 1-WAY VOICE DIALERS. THEY DO NOT SUPPORT 2-WAY TALK PATHS.

NOTES:
- IF BATTERY BACK-UP IS REQUIRED FOR TAK UNIT, USE EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING:
  - PLUG ADAPTER INTO AN UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS)
  - PROVIDE A SEPARATE 12-VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY / CHARGER, AND USE THE CORD FROM THE INCLUDED ADAPTER.

INSTALLER WILL NEED TO COORDINATE PHONE NUMBERS / ANSWERING SERVICE NEEDS WITH OWNER PRIOR TO INSTALLATION - THIS OFTEN TAKES SEVERAL WEEKS.
- GENERAL ALARM = SYSTEM WILL SEND THE SAME MESSAGE FOR ANY ALARM ON THE SYSTEM
- MULTI-ZONE ALARM = DIFFERENT MESSAGE PER TAK INPUT. MESSAGE BEING SENT CORRESPONDS TO THE INPUT THAT IS ACTUATED BY A RELAY